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     The ONLY beauty gift every woman 
wants, but does not have. Ask any woman 
you know  right now, “Would you like to 
polish and gloss your teeth yourself?” The 
answer is almost  certainly “YES!” Now ask 
her why does she doesn’t have a profes-
sional teeth polisher apart of her weekly 
cosmetic and beauty routine? The 
overwhelming answer is “I don't know 
where or how to get one.” UNTIL NOW!
     Brighter Image Lab has spent the last 
two years developing a Professional Grade 
Tooth Polisher that has the same or even 
better performance as those used in 
dentist polishing. The director, Bill Watson, 
spoke out about the new polisher: "It’s 
finally time a professional polisher is 
available to the woman who wants to 
enhance and manicure her image when 
she wants to, not just by appointment. 
Until now, professional polishers used by 
dentists were too expensive, and the 
polishers that were available just did not 
perform well enough to compete with the 
dentists’ results. Every person deserves 

the feeling of perfectly cleaned and polished 
teeth and a glossy smile. Now it's here,” said 
Watson.
     Brighter Image Lab is also introducing a 
New Teeth Cleaning Serum Called Infusion 
that is designed to clean, detoxify, whiten, 
brighten and polish teeth to the glossiest 
shine ever. The polisher uses the Infusion 
Serum to infuse the teeth's’ tubular pores, 
cleaning deep into the pulp of the tooth, 
while at the same time working to brighten, 
polish and gloss a shine on the tooth surface 
better than ever before.
     Brighter Image Lab is an online dental lab 
open since 1997, specializing in lab direct 
smile makeovers with NO DENTIST VISIT 
One of the first to offer professional lab 
direct teeth whitening online, Brighter 
Image Lab produces custom fitted bleaching 
trays and Hi-Intensity Bleaching Gels. We 
were also the first to develop and design the 
removable dental veneers specifically online. 
The company is very proud of the new 
addition Bilistic Pro Series Teeth Polisher and 
Infusion Professional Teeth Cleaning Serum.

POLISH YOUR TEETH
LIKE A DENTIST
Introducing Bilistic Pro-Series Tooth Polisher For Dramatic At-Home Results

Visit BrighterImageLab.com or call 888.257.2455  
International inquiries: London, United Kingdom or Sydney, Australia please use email 
or dial 001.817.310.8935 


